Formal Submissions
The New Zealand government
has responded to our ‘Options
for
a
CDR’
submission
(September 2020) and has
requested a discussion around
potential involvement. Data
17th February 2020.

Executive Briefing
FDATA ANZ will present to the
entire executive of MYOB this
week on Open Banking, the
pending
phasing
introductions, the future of
CDR in New Zealand and
recent implications for MYOB.

All-Member Calls

Membership Growth

Our monthly AMC are increasing
in participation, featuring special
guests ranging from International
Technologists, Risk Professionals,
through the Federal Treasury
representative in Daniel McAuliffe.

FDATA ANZ continues to grow
our membership with notable
addition for 2021 including
MYOB, Experian, Payments NZ,
API Metrics and True Layer.
Several new members are
expected to join within coming
weeks.

FDATA plays an active role across
Aus. and NZ with the introduction
of Open Banking, Regulatory
Reform to launch Consumer Data
Rights, and calls for the creation
of Digital Identity Frameworks.
FDATA
regularly
provided
consultation, advisory services,
and advocacy with Federal
Departments such as
the
Treasury Department in Australia,
the MBIE in NZ, Privacy Offices,
and Payments Regulators in both
Jurisdictions, and the ACCC and
Data Standards Body in Australia.

FDATA ANZ
MEMBERS
With more to come…

ACCC and Treasury
Consultation
FDATA ANZ’s relationship with federal
regulators continues to be strong.
Regular conferences are held between
Treasury representatives, members of
the
Data
Standards
Board,
Compliance
and
Enforcement
divisions of the ACCC and Executives.
This will continue fortnightly/more
frequent if needed.

Roundtables
Following on from September’s Cloud Accounting
Roundtable and given the level of engagement between
the members and Daniel McAuliffe at the recent All
Members’ Call, FDATA ANZ will be holding two
roundtables this week. The first will include members of
the Cloud Accounting fraternity (XERO, INTUIT and MYOB)
and will focus on those items that still require change. The
second is an All Members’ Roundtable to plan a strategy
to provide targeted feedback to Treasury based on a
request by Daniel McAuliffe and his team.

Regular Conversations
One – on – One meeting with each member, monthly All-Member calls with special guests,
blast updates of critical news and updates and open table reads on regulatory changes and
updates are just some of the ways that FDATA ANZ is adding value to our members.

